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GRADED TILTING FOR GAUGED LANDAU-GINZBURG
MODELS AND GEOMETRIC APPLICATIONS
CHRISTIAN OKONEK AND ANDREI TELEMAN
Abstract. In this paper we develop a graded tilting theory for gauged Lan-
dau-Ginzburg models of regular sections in vector bundles over projective
varieties. Our main theoretical result describes – under certain conditions
– the bounded derived category of the zero locus Zpsq of such a section
s as a graded singularity category of a non-commutative quotient algebra
Λ{xsy : DbpcohZpsqq » DgrsgpΛ{xsyq. Our geometric applications all come from
homogeneous gauged linear sigma models. In this case Λ is a graded non-
commutative resolution of the invariant ring which defines the C˚-equivariant
affine GIT quotient of the model.
We obtain algebraic descriptions of the derived categories of the following
families of varieties:
1. Complete intersections.
2. Isotropic symplectic and orthogonal Grassmannians.
3. Beauville-Donagi IHS 4-folds.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Motivation. The bounded derived category of coherent sheaves DbpcohZq of
a smooth projective variety Z is one of the most important invariants. It determines
the variety up to isomorphism when the (anti-)canonical line bundle is ample [BO].
It is expected to play a fundamental role in the minimal model program and in con-
nection with the homological mirror symmetry conjecture [Or2]. There are several
methods available for describing DbpcohZq, some of which can (or are expected to)
work only for special classes. The first method uses full exceptional collections (con-
jectured by Orlov to work only for rational varieties), or more generally non-trivial
semi-orthogonal decompositions (which do not exist when the canonical line bundle
is trivial [KO]). There is homological projective duality, which is a very powerful
method to construct semi-orthogonal decompositions, but where examples are hard
to find [Ku]. Then we have variation of GIT quotients, which works for a variety Z
which can be identified with a GIT quotient U{{χ`G, but needs restrictive symme-
try properties of the Kempf-Ness stratifications associated with two linearizations
χ˘ of the G-action on U [BFK], [HLS]. On the other hand equivalences between
derived categories of smooth projective varieties can – at least in principle – always
be described by suitable Fourier-Mukai functors [Or3]. Finally there is geometric
tilting theory [HVdB], the method we will use in this paper.
Many interesting varieties are defined as the zero locus Zpsq of a section s P
H0pB,E_q, where B is a smooth projective variety, E_Ñ B is a globally generated
vector bundle, and s is general.
We will develop a graded geometric tilting theory applied to the gauged Landau-
Ginzburg model s_ : E Ñ C, where E and C are endowed with the natural C˚-
actions. Here s_ is the potential associated with the section s, defined by s_peq “
xspbq, ey for e P Eb.
The starting point of this approach is the Isik-Shipman theorem, which gives
equivalences
DbpcohpZpsqq » DgrsgpZps
_qq » DpcohC˚E, θ, s
_q.
Here DgrsgpZps
_qq stands for the graded singularity category of the zero locus Zps_q
of the potential, θ is the character idC˚ , and DpcohC˚E, θ, s
_q denotes the derived
factorization category associated with the 4-tuple pC˚, E, θ, s_q [Hi1].
0.2. Results. LetB be a smooth projective variety,H a finite dimensional complex
vector space, and E a subbundle of the trivial vector bundle B ˆH_. Under these
assumptions E fits in a commutative diagram
(1)
E B ˆH_
CpEq H_
ρ ϑ
where ϑ is projective, CpEq :“ impϑq is a subvariety of the affine space H_, and
ρ is induced by ϑ. CpEq coincides with the affine cone of the projective variety
SpEq :“ impPpϑqq Ă PpH_q. We will assume
(A1) T0 is a locally free sheaf generating DpQcohpBqq, and T :“ pi
˚pT0q is a tilting
sheaf on E.
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Define
Λ :“ EndEpT q, R :“ CrCpEqs.
Then
(i) Λ is a graded Noetherian C-algebra of finite graded global dimension, and the
graded tilting functor
RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,´q : DpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DpModZΛq
is an equivalence, which restricts to an equivalence
DbpcohC˚Eq
»Ñ´ DbpmodZΛq.
(ii) A regular section s P H0pB,E_q defines a central element s P Λ, and T defines
an equivalence
T˚ : D
gr
sgpZps
_qq »Ñ´ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq.
Combining this result with the Isik-Shipman theorem, one obtains an equiv-
alence
DbpcohpZpsqq »Ñ´ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq
which gives a tilting description of the category DbpcohpZpsqq.
(iii) If we also assume
(A2) B is connected, the cone CpEq Ă H_ is normal, and ρ : E Ñ CpEq is birational
with codimE
`
ρ´1pExcpρqq
˘
ě 2, then R “
À
mě0H
0pB,SmE_q, and Λ Ą R
is a graded non-commutative resolution of R. In several cases this resolution
is crepant.
The proof of part (i) is non-trivial: it uses a generalized Beilinson lemma (Lemma
1.8), and an infinite family of generators for DbpcohC˚Eq (Theorem 1.7). Part (ii)
is stated in Theorem 1.14, which can be understood as a Baranovsky-Pecharich-
type result [BaPe] in the context of tilting theory. The proof of uses the Isik-
Shipman theorem and ideas of [BDFIK, Theorem 5.1] to identify DbpcohpZpsqq
with a homotopy category of graded matrix factorizations KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq. In
a second step we prove a version of Orlov’s comparison theorem [Or1, Theorem
3.10] to identify KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq with the triangulated graded singularity category
DgrsgpΛ{xsyq. Our version of the comparison theorem is necessary since we have to
deal with algebras Λ which are not connected.
We will construct and study a large class of diagrams (1) satisfying (A1)-(A2)
using geometric objects which we call (inspired by the terminology of the physicists)
homogeneous algebraic geometric GLSM presentations. In our formalism a GLSM
presentation of pE
pi
Ñ B, sq is a 4-tuple pG,U, F, χq where G is a reductive Lie group,
U , F are finite dimensional G-representations, and χ : GÑ C˚ is a character, such
that the following conditions are satisfied (see Definition 2.4):
(1) The stable locus Uχst coincides with the semistable locus U
χ
ss, and G acts
freely on Uχss.
(2) The base B coincides with the quotient Uχss{G, and the vector bundle E is
the F -bundle associated with the principal G-bundle p : Uχss Ñ B and the
representation space F .
(3) The G-equivariant map sˆ : Uχss Ñ F
_ corresponding to s extends to a
G-equivariant polynomial map σ : U Ñ F_.
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(4) Any optimal destabilizing 1-parameter subgroup ξ of an unstable point
u P Uχus acts with non-negative weights on F .
In this situation a section s P H0pB,E_q is induced by a covariant σ : U Ñ F_.
The fourth condition implies Uχss ˆ F “ pU ˆ F q
χ
ss, so the bundle E “ pU
χ
ss ˆ F q{G
is the GIT quotient associated with the G-representation W :“ U ‘ F and the
character χ.
A GLSM presentation is homogeneous if there is right action UˆG Ñ U by linear
isomorphisms of a reductive group G which commutes with the fixed G-action, such
that the induced G-action on B is transitive and, for a point u0 P U
χ
ss, the obvious
morphism Gru0s Ñ G is surjective (see section 2.3). If this holds, the map
ρ : E Ñ CpEq
is a Kempf collapsing, hence CpEq is a normal Cohen-Macaulay variety. The map
ρ is birational iff dimpEq “ dimpCpEqq, and if this is the case, CpEq has rational
singularities.
0.3. Applications. Consider the G representation space W :“ U ‘ F associated
with a homogeneous GLSM. Then
(1) SpEq is projectively normal and arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. If ρ is
birational, its affine cone CpEq has rational singularities (see Corollary
2.10 (i)).
(2) Suppose that codimpUχusq ě 2 and ρ is birational. Then the cone CpEq is
naturally identified with the GIT quotient SpecpCrW sGq (see Corollary 2.9
(i)).
Moreover, we give explicit criteria (see Lemma 2.8) for testing, for a given ho-
mogeneous GLSM presentation, if the cone CpEq (the projective variety SpEq) is
(arithmetically) Gorenstein, and we check these criteria in several situations.
Next we identify an important class of GLSM presentations to which our general
results apply. This is the class of 4-tuples pG,U, F, χq with G “ GLpZq for a k-
dimensional complex vector space Z, U “ HompV, Zq with V a complex vector
space of dimension N and F_ a finite dimensional polynomial representation of
GLpZq. The character χ is chosen such that Uχss{GLpZq becomes the Grassmannian
GrkpV
_q. In many cases it is possible to go one step further, and to give a purely
algebraic description of the quotient Λ{sΛ in terms of the initial data pV, k, λ, σq.
In order to do this, we need section 1.5 to get the identification Λ “ EndRpMq (see
section 2.4.2).
Then we identify R with a quotient S‚pSλV q{Ik following Porras [Po], and we de-
scribeM as the image of a morphism between free graded R-modules (see Proposi-
tion 2.15). When certain conditions are satisfied, our final result takes the following
form (Theorem 2.16):
DbpcohZpsqq » Dgrsg
`
EndS{Ik
` à
αPP pk,n´kq
ImpSαpϕ
_
q b pS{Ikqq
˘L
xσ¯y
˘
.
This gives a purely algebraic description of DbpcohZpsqq in terms of the initial data
pV, k, λ, σq.
0.4. Examples. We apply our general formalism and our results to the gauged
Landau-Ginzburg models associated with the following varieties (described as zero
loci of regular sections):
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1. Complete intersections. In this case B “ PpV _q (for a complex vector space of
dimension N ą 1), E is the total space of the direct sum
Àr
i“1Op´diq (where
di ą 0) and s is a general element in
H0p
rà
i“1
OV_pdiqq “
rà
i“1
SdiV.
2. Isotropic Grassmannians.
Let V be a complex vector space of even dimension N “ 2n, and k a positive
even integer with k ď n. Let ω P
Ź
2V be a symplectic form on V_. The isotropic
Grassmannian Grωk pV
_q Ă GrkpV
_q is the submanifold of k-dimensional isotropic
subspaces of pV_, ωq. Denoting by T the tautological k-bundle of GrkpV
_q, the
form ω defines a section sω P ΓpGrkpV
_q,
Ź
2T_q which is transversal to the zero
section, and whose zero locus is Grωk pV
_q.
Similarly, let q P S2V be a non-degenerate quadratic form on V_, and choose
k ď N{2. The isotropic Grassmannian GrqkpV
_q Ă GrkpV
_q is the submanifold
of k-dimensional isotropic subspaces of pV_, qq. The form q defines a section
sq P ΓpGrkpV
_q, S2T_q which is transversal to the zero section, and whose zero
locus is GrqkpV
_q.
3. Beauville-Donagi IHS 4-folds.
With the same notation as above we take E “ S3T on the Grassmannian
Gr2pV
_q. The Beauville-Donagi IHS 4-folds are obtained in the special case
dimpV q “ 6.
In all these cases the tilting bundle T0 is the direct sum of the sheaves of a full
strongly exceptional collection. In the first case we choose the standard Beilinson
collection, and in the other cases (when the basis is a Grassmannian) we use the
Kapranov collection.
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1. Graded tilting for gauged Landau-Ginzburg models
1.1. The Landau-Ginzburg model of a section. Let B be a smooth complex
variety, pi : E Ñ B a rank r vector bundle on B, and s P ΓpE_q a section in its
dual. The zero locus Zpsq is a local complete intersection of codimension r when s
is regular. If, moreover, s is transversal to the zero section then Zpsq is a smooth
submanifold of codimension r.
Definition 1.1. Let s P ΓpE_q be a section. The potential associated with s is the
map s_ : E Ñ C defined by
s
_pyq :“ xspxq, yy , @x P B,@y P Ex.
Let x P B and y P Ex. For a suitable open neighborhood U of x identify the
bundles EU , E
_
U with UˆC
r, UˆCr
_
respectively using mutually dual trivializations
θ, θ_. Denote by sθ : U Ñ C
r_ the map corresponding to s via θ_. For any y P Ex
and a tangent vector p 9x, 9zq P TypEq “ TxpBq ˆ C
r one has
dys
_p 9x, 9zq “ xsθpxq, 9zy ` xdxsθp 9xq, yy.
This formula shows that Critps_q Ă p´1pZpsqq. When x P Zpsq, the differential
of s_ at a point y P Ex can be written in an invariant way:
dys
_p 9yq “ xDxspp˚p 9yqq, yy @ 9y P TypEq,
where Dxs : TxB Ñ E
_
x stands for the intrinsic derivative of s at x. This shows
that the critical locus Critps_q of s_ is
(2) Critps_q “
ď
xPZpsq
"
E
_
x
L
impDxsq
*_
.
In particular
Remark 1.2. If s is a transversal to the zero section, then Critps_q coincides as a
variety with the image of Zpsq via the zero section O : B Ñ E, so it can be identified
with Zpsq via pi.
We refer to [Or2] and [Hi2] for the following fundamental definition:
Definition 1.3. A gauged Landau-Ginzburg model is a 4-tuple pG,X, κ, wq, where
G is an algebraic group, κ P HompG,C˚q is a character, X is a smooth G-variety,
and w : X Ñ C is a κ-equivariant regular function on X, called the potential of the
model.
Let pi : E Ñ B be a rank r vector bundle on B, and s P ΓpE_q. The 4-tuple
pE,C˚, idC˚ , s
_q, where E is endowed with the fibrewise scaling C˚-action, will be
called the gauged Landau-Ginzburg model associated with pE Ñ B, sq.
This class of gauged Landau-Ginzburg models will be play a fundamental role
in this article.
1.2. C˚-equivariant derived categories of vector bundles. Let B be a smooth
projective scheme, H a finite dimensional k-vector space, and let
E B ˆH_
B
pi
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be a sub-vector bundle of the trivial vector bundle B ˆ H_. This implies that E
is projective over H_, in particular it belongs to the class of varieties concerned by
geometric tilting (see [HVdB, Theorem 7.6], [BH, sections 1.8, 1.9]).
Proposition 1.4. Let T0 be a coherent sheaf on B which generates DpQcohBq.
Then T :“ pi˚pT0q generates DpQcohEq.
Proof. Since pi is affine, it follows that the functor
pi˚ : QcohE Ñ QcohB
([Stack, Lemma 25.24.1]) is exact. Its left adjoint functor is
pi˚ : QcohB Ñ QcohE
([Stack, Lemmas 6.26.2, 17.10.4]), and this functor is also exact because pi is flat
([Stack, Lemma 28.11.6]). Since the functors pi˚, pi
˚ are exact, they induce well
defined functors
Dppi˚q : DpQcohEq Ñ DpQcohBq, Dppi
˚q : DpQcohBq Ñ DpQcohEq
which act on complexes componentwise, and are right and left derived functors of
pi˚, respectively pi
˚ [BDG, p. 75]. Using Lemma [Stack, Lemma 13.28.5] it follows
that Dppi˚q is a right adjoint for Dppi
˚q. Therefore for any two objects M, N in
DpQcohEq, DpQcohBq respectively one has an identification
(3) HomDpQcohEqpDppi
˚qpMq,N q “ HomDpQcohBqpM, Dppi˚qpN qq.
Let now N be a complex of quasi-coherent sheaves on E such that
HomDpQcohEqpT ,N rmsq “ 0 @m P Z.
By (3) we obtain
HomDpQcohBqpT0, Dppi˚qpN qrmsq “ 0 @m P Z,
so that Dppi˚qpN q “ 0 in DpQcohBq, because T0 generates DpQcohBq. Therefore
Dppi˚qpN q is an acyclic complex. Using [Stack, Lemma 28.11.6] it follows that N
is an an acyclic complex, too, hence N “ 0 in DpQcohEq.
Corollary 1.5. Let T0 be a locally free coherent sheaf on B which classically gen-
erates DbpcohBq. Then
(1) T0 generates DpQcohBq.
(2) pi˚pT0q classically generates D
bpcohEq.
(3) The pull-back pi˚pT0q is a tilting object of DpQcohEq if and only if
Hi
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
“ 0 @i ą 0.
Proof. (1) DpQcohBq is compactly generated, and DpQcohBqc is equivalent to
DbpcohBq because B is smooth. The claim follows from Ravenel-Neeman’s Theo-
rem (see [BVdB, Theorem 2.1.2], [BH, section 1.4]).
(2) The sheaf pi˚pT0q generates DpQcohEq. Since the composition
E ãÑ B ˆH_Ñ H_
is a projective morphism, DpQcohEq is compactly generated. But pi˚pT0q is an
object in DPerfpQcohEq “ DpQcohEq
c which generates DpQcohEq, hence it classi-
cally generates DpQcohEqc » DbpcohEq because E is smooth.
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(3) T is a compact generator of DpQcohEq, and
ExtipT , T q “ HipE, pi˚pT _0 b T0qq “ H
ipB, T _0 b T0 b pi˚pOEqq
“ Hi
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
“ 0 @i ą 0.
Lemma 1.6. The canonical functor DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ DpQcohC˚Eq defines an equiv-
alence between DbpcohC˚Eq and the full subcategory of DpQcohC˚Eq of complexes
with bounded, coherent cohomology.
Proof. The category of C˚-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on E can be identified
with the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the quotient stack rE{C˚s [Tho].
Combining this identification with [ArBe, Corollary 2.11 p. 10] we see that the
canonical functor
DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ D
bpQcohC˚Eq
gives an equivalence
DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ D
b
cohpQcohC˚Eq
with the full subcategory DbcohpQcohC˚Eq of D
bpQcohC˚Eq consisting of objects
with coherent cohomology.
On the other hand, [Kell, Lemma 11.7, p. 15] gives an equivalence
U : DbpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DbdpQcohC˚Eq
from DbpQcohC˚Eq to the full subcategory DbdpQcohC˚Eq of DpQcohC˚Eq con-
sisting of objects with bounded cohomology.
Since cohomology is invariant under isomorphisms in the derived category, this
equivalence restricts to an equivalence DbcohpQcohC˚Eq Ñ Dbd´cohpQcohC˚Eq be-
tween DbcohpQcohC˚Eq and the full subcategory of DbdpQcohC˚Eq consisting of
objects with coherent cohomology:
Dbd´cohpQcohC˚Eq DbdpQcohC˚Eq DpQcohC˚Eq
DbpcohC˚Eq D
b
cohpQcohC˚Eq D
bpQcohC˚Eq .
»
Ucoh » » U
For a locally free coherent sheaf F0 we denote by F its pull-back to E regarded
as C˚-sheaf in the obvious way, and by Fxky the C˚-sheaf on E obtained from F
by twisting with the character z ÞÑ zk.
Theorem 1.7. Let T0 be a coherent sheaf on B which generates DpQcohBq. Put
T :“ pi˚pT0q. The family pT xkyqkPZ generates DpQcohC˚Eq, and classically gener-
ates DbpcohC˚Eq.
Proof. Let H be a C˚-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on B endowed with the
trivial C˚-action. For any open affine subscheme U Ă B we obtain a CrU s-group
scheme C˚U :“ U ˆC
˚ in the sense of [Ja, section I.2.1, p. 19]. Using [Tho, section
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1.2, p. 241] we see that the CrU s-module HpUq becomes a C˚U -module in the sense
of [Ja, section I.2.7, p. 19]. By [Ja, section I.2.11, p. 30] we obtain a decomposition
HpUq “
à
λPZ
HpUqλ
ofHpUq as direct sum of CrU s-submodules, eachHpUqλ being the submodule HpUq
on which C˚ acts with weight λ. Therefore we have a global direct sum decompo-
sition
(4) H “
à
λPZ
Hλ
of H as direct sum of quasi-coherent subsheaves. Note that this weight decomposi-
tion holds for an arbitrary quasi-coherent sheaf on B (coherence is not necessary).
Let now F be a C˚-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on E. The corresponding
decomposition
(5) pi˚pFq “
à
λPZ
pi˚pFqλ
combined with [Stack, Lemma 28.11.6] shows that the functor pi˚ is an equivalence
between the category QcohC˚E and the category of Z-graded quasi-coherent S
‚E_-
modules on B.
Let
pi˚0 : QcohB Ñ QcohC˚E
be the functor obtained by endowing the pull-back pi˚pHq of a quasi-coherent sheaf
on B with its obvious C˚-structure. Its right adjoint is the functor
pi˚0 : QcohC˚E Ñ QcohB
given by F ÞÑ pi˚pFq0 “ pi˚pFq
C
˚
, so for any quasi-coherent sheaf H on B and
C˚-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf F on E we have an identification
HomQcoh
C˚
Eppi
˚0pHq,Fq “ HomQcohBpH, pi˚0pFqq.
For k P Z we get an identification
HomQcoh
C˚
Eppi
˚0pHqxky,Fq “ HomQcoh
C˚
Eppi
˚0pHq,Fx´kyq
“ HomQcohBpH, pi˚0pFx´kyqq “ HomQcohBpH, pi˚pFx´kyq
C
˚
q
“ HomQcohBpH, pi˚pFqkq,
which shows that the functor
pi˚k : QcohC˚E Ñ QcohB
given by F ÞÑ pi˚pFqk is the right adjoint of the composition
pi˚k :“ xky ˝ pi˚0 : QcohB Ñ QcohC˚E.
The functors pi˚k, pi
˚k are exact, because pi˚, pi˚ are exact. As in the proof of (3)
we obtain well-defined, mutually adjoint functors
Dppi˚kq : DpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DpQcohBq, Dppi
˚kq : DpQcohBq Ñ DpQcohC˚Eq.
Therefore, for any objects M, N of DpQcohBq, DpQcohC˚Eq respectively we have
an identification
(6) HomDpQcoh
C˚
EqppDpi
˚kqpMq,N q “ HomDpQcohBqpM, Dppi˚kqN q.
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Let N be an object of DpQcohC˚Eq such that
HomDpQcoh
C˚
EqpT xky,N rmsq “ 0 @pk,mq P Zˆ Z.
Using (6) we obtain
HomDpQcohBqpT0, Dppi˚kqpN rmsqq “ 0 @pk,mq P Zˆ Z.
Therefore
HomDpQcohBq
`
T0, Dppi˚kqpN qrms
˘
“ 0 @pk,mq P Zˆ Z.
Since T0 generates DpQcohBq, it follows Dppi˚kqpN q “ 0 in DpQcohBq for any
k P Z. Therefore the complex Dppi˚kqpN q is acyclic for any k P Z. Applying (5)
to the terms of the complex Dppi˚qpN q and taking into account that cohomology
commutes with direct sums, it follows that Dppi˚qpN q is an acyclic complex. Thus
the complex N is acyclic, so N “ 0 in DpQcohC˚Eq.
In order to prove that pT xkyqkPZ classically generatesD
bpcohC˚Eq note first that
T xky is a compact object of DpQcohC˚Eq for any k P Z. Therefore DpQcohC˚Eq
is compactly generated by the family pT xkyqkPZ. By Ravenel-Neeman’s Theorem
[BVdB, 2.1.2] it follows that pT xkyqkPZ classically generates DpQcohC˚Eq
c. We
claim that DpQcohC˚Eq
c coincides with with the full subcategory
I – Dbd´cohpQcohC˚Eq
of DpQcohC˚Eq introduced in the proof of Lemma 1.6. According to this lemma, I
is formed by the complexes which are isomorphic (in DpQcohC˚Eq) with a bounded
complex of coherent C˚-equivariant sheaves. Since any object F in cohC˚E defines
obviously a compact object of DpQcohC˚Eq, it follows that DpQcohC˚Eq
c contains
the full triangulated subcategory generated by cohC˚E, so DpQcohC˚Eq
c Ą I. On
the other handDpQcohC˚Eq
c is classically generated by the family pT xkyqkPZ. Since
I is a thick subcategory of DpQcohC˚Eq which contains these objects, it follows
that I Ą DpQcohC˚Eq
c. Therefore I “ DpQcohC˚Eq
c and the last assertion of the
theorem follows from Lemma 1.6.
1.3. Graded tilting on vector bundles. We will need the following generalized
Beilinson lemma:
Lemma 1.8. Let C, D be a triangulated categories with arbitrary set-indexed co-
products, F : C Ñ D be an exact functor which commutes with set-indexed coprod-
ucts, and let pTjqjPJ be a family of compact generators of C such that
(1) pF pTjqqjPJ is a family of compact generators of D.
(2) For any pair pj, nq P J ˆ Z the map
HomCpTjrns, Tkq Ñ HomDpF pTjqrns, F pTkqq
induced by F is bijective for any k P Z.
Then F is an equivalence.
The case of a single generator is [Sch, Proposition 3.10], and the proof in the
general case follows the same method. We give this proof below for completeness.
Proof. Let C1 be the full subcategory of C whose objects are the objects Y of C for
which the map
HomCpTjrns, Y q Ñ HomDpF pTjqrns, F pY qq
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is bijective for any pj, nq P J ˆ Z. Since F commutes with coproducts, and Tjrns,
F pTjqrns are compact objects, it follows that the subcategory C
1 is closed under set-
indexed coproducts. Moreover, using the exactness of F and [Nee, Lemma 1.1.10]
it follows that C1 is closed under extensions, i.e. if two objects of a distinguished
triangle are in C1, then so is the third object of the triangle. In particular C1 is
a triangulated subcategory. Since C1 contains the family of generators pTjqjPJ it
follows by [SchSh, Lemma 2.2.1] that C1 “ C.
Fix now an object Y of C, and let CY be the full subcategory of C whose objects
are the objects X of C for which the map
HomCpX,Y q Ñ HomDpF pXq, F pY qq
induced by F is bijective. Since F commutes with direct sums, and the functors
Homp´, Y q, Homp´, F pY qq sends coproducts to products (by the universal property
of the coproduct), it follows that CY is closed under direct sums. Using the exactness
of F and [Nee, Remark 1.1.11] it follows that CY is closed under extensions, in
particular it is a triangulated subcategory of C. By the first part of the proof we
know that CY contains the family of generators pTjqjPJ , so CY “ C. This proves
that F is fully faithful.
To prove that F is essentially surjective, let D1 be the full subcategory of D
whose objects are the objects of D which are isomorphic to an object of the form
F pXq. D1 is closed under the shift functor and coproducts, because F commutes
with these operations. We prove that D1 is also closed under extensions. Let
U
φ
Ñ´ V ÑW Ñ U r1s
be a distinguished triangle with U , V objects of D1. Therefore there exists objects
X , Y in C such that U » F pXq, V » F pY q. Fix isomorphisms u : F pXq Ñ U ,
v : F pY q Ñ V . We know that F is full, so there exists f P HompX,Y q such that
F pfq “ v´1φu. We can embed f in a distinguished triangle
X
f
Ñ´ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s,
which gives (since F is exact) a distinguished triangle
F pXq
F pfq“v´1φu
´´´´ ´´ ´´ Ñ´ F pY q Ñ F pZq Ñ F pXqr1s.
In the following commutative diagram
F pXq F pY q F pZq F pXqr1s
U V W U r1s
u »
F pfq
v» »
φ
the rows are distinguished triangles. Therefore F pZq andW are isomorphic, soW is
also an object of D1. Since D1 is closed under shifts in both directions, it follows that
D1 is closed under extensions, in particular it is a triangulated subcategory. But we
know that D1 is also closed under coproducts and contains the family of generators
pF pTjqqjPJ . Therefore D
1 “ D, which shows that F is essentially surjective.
In this section we let again T0 be a locally free sheaf on B classically generating
DbpcohBq, which satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 1.5 (3), so that T :“ pi˚pT0q
is a tilting sheaf on E.
12 CHRISTIAN OKONEK AND ANDREI TELEMAN
Using Geometric Tilting Theory and Corollary 1.5 (3) we see that the associated
graded C-algebra
Λ “ EndEpT q “
à
mě0
H0pB, T _0 b T0 b S
mE
_q
is a finite R-algebra, finitely generated over C, and has finite global dimension. Let
ModZΛ (modZΛ) be the category of (respectively finitely generated) graded right
Λ-modules. The functor
HomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,´q : QcohC˚E Ñ ModZΛ
defined by
F Ñ
à
kPZ
HomQcoh
C˚
EpT ,Fxkyq
is left exact. Its right derived functor
RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,´q : DpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DpModZΛq
will be called the graded tilting functor. For an object F in QcohC˚E we have
HnpRHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,Fqq “
à
kPZ
ExtnQcoh
C˚
EpT ,Fxkyq.
In particular, for m P Z we have
(7) HnpRHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT , T xmyqq “
à
kPZ
ExtnQcoh
C˚
EpT , T xm` kyq.
Using [BFK, Lemma 2.2.8] we obtain the general formula
ExtnQcoh
C˚
EpF
1,F2q “ ExtnQcohEpF
1,F2qC
˚
,
which shows that
ExtnQcoh
C˚
EpT xsy, T xtyq “ Ext
n
QcohEpT , T qt´s.
Since T is a tilting sheaf on E it follows that
(8) ExtnQcoh
C˚
EpT xsy, T xtyq “
"
Λt´s for n “ 0
0 for n ą 0
.
Combining this formula with (7) we see that RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT , T xmyq is acyclic in
degree n ‰ 0, and
(9) RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT , T xmyq “
à
kPZ
Λm`k “ Λxmy.
Here xmy : ModZΛÑ ModZΛ is the standard m-order shift functor on the category
of graded right Λ-modules.
Lemma 1.9. Let Λ be a graded C-algebra of finite global dimension. The family
pΛxjyqjPZ classically generates D
bpmodZΛq and generates DpModZΛq.
Proof. The thick envelope of the family pΛxjyqjPZ contains all direct sums of the
form
À
iPI Λxkiy
‘ni with I finite, ki P Z, ni P N. Therefore it contains all finitely
generated graded projective Λ-modules. Since Λ has finite global dimension, ev-
ery finitely generated graded Λ-module has a finite resolution by finitely gener-
ated graded projective Λ-modules. This implies that pΛxjyqjPZ classically generates
DbpmodZΛq.
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For the second claim, letM‚ “
À
kPZM
‚
k be a complex of graded right Λ-modules
such that
(10) HomDpModZΛqpΛxjy,M
‚rnsq “ 0 @pj, nq P Zˆ Z.
Note that, since Λpjq is a projective object in the category of graded Λ-modules,
we have
HomDpModZΛqpΛxjy,M
‚rnsq “ HnpHom‚pΛxjy,M‚qq “ HnpM‚x´jyq.
Therefore (10) implies that the complex M‚k is acyclic for any k P Z, so M
‚ “ 0
in DpModZΛq.
Theorem 1.10. Let B be a smooth projective variety over C, H a finite dimen-
sional complex vector space, and
E B ˆH_ Bi
pi
p
a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle B ˆH_ over B. Let T0 be a locally free sheaf on
B classically generating DbpcohBq, such that T :“ pi˚pT0q is a tilting sheaf on E.
Set Λ :“ EndEpT q. Then Λ is a graded Noetherian C-algebra of finite graded global
dimension, and the graded tilting functor
RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,´q : DpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DpModZΛq
is an equivalence which restricts to an equivalence
DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ D
bpmodZΛq.
Proof. Geometric tilting theory applies, and shows that Λ (as ungraded C-algebra)
has finite global dimension. By [NaOy, Theorem II.8.2 p. 122] it follows that Λ has
also finite graded global dimension. By Theorem 1.7 we know that pT xkyqkPZ is a
family of compact generators of the category DpQcohC˚Eq. We will show that the
graded tilting functor and this family of compact generators satisfy the hypothesis
of Lemma 1.8. The graded tilting functor is exact and commutes with set-indexed
coproducts. Formula (9) shows that
RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT , T xmyq “ Λxmy @m P Z.
Since pΛxmyqmPZ is a family of compact generators of DpModZΛq by Lemma 1.9,
we see that the first hypothesis of Lemma 1.8 is satisfied. To check the second
hypothesis, it suffices to note that by (8) one has canonical identifications
HomDpQcoh
C˚
EqpT xky, T xlyq “ HomQcoh
C˚
EpT xky, T xlyq “ Λl´k “
“ HomModZΛpΛxky,Λxlyq “ HomDpModZΛqpΛxky,Λxlyq.
This shows that Lemma 1.8 applies, hence
RHomgrQcoh
C˚
EpT ,´q : DpQcohC˚Eq Ñ DpModZΛq
is an equivalence as claimed. To prove that this functor restricts to an equivalence
DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ D
bpmodZΛq
it suffices to note that
(a) The thick closure of pΛxmyqmPZ is D
bpmodZΛq. This was proved in Lemma 1.9.
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(b) The canonical functor DbpcohC˚Eq Ñ DpQcohC˚Eq defines an equivalence be-
tween DbpcohC˚Eq and the full subcategory I of DpQcohC˚Eq of complexes
with bounded, coherent cohomology. This is Lemma 1.6.
(c) The thick closure of pT xkyqkPZ coincides with I – Dbd´cohpQcohC˚Eq. This
was proved in Theorem 1.7.
1.4. A tilting version of the Isik-Shipman theorem. Consider now an element
s P H , defining a regular section of E_ with zero locus Zpsq Ă B. The element s
defines also a degree 1 central non zero-divisor (denoted by the same symbol) in
the graded C-algebra
Λ “
à
mě0
H0pB, T
_
0 b T0 b S
mE
_
q.
Let x1y be the shift functor on the category of graded right Λ-modules, and let
s : idModZΛ Ñ x1y
be the natural transformation given by multiplication with s P Λ1. Denote by
θ the character idC˚ , and by DpcohC˚E, θ, s
_q the derived factorization category
associated with the 4-tuple pC˚, E, θ, s_q [Hi1]. We will use the following result
Theorem 1.11. With the notations and under the assumptions of Theorem 1.10,
let s P H0pB, E_q be a regular section. The tilting sheaf T “ pi˚pT0q induces an
equivalence:
T˜˚ : DpcohC˚E, θ, s
_q Ñ DpmodZΛ, x1y, sq
Proof. Since Λ is a Noetherian, the method of proof of [BDFIK, Theorem 5.1] ap-
plies. Note however that this proof needs Theorem 1.10, which is our C˚-equivariant
version of Geometric Tilting Theory.
In the equivalence given by Theorem 1.11 one can substitute the derived fac-
torization category DpmodZΛ, x1y, sq by the homotopy category KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq
of factorisations whose components are finitely generated projective graded Λ-
modules. This is an important progress, because the morphism in the category
KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq are just homotopy classes of morphisms of factorisations. The
precise statement is
Corollary 1.12. With the notations and under the assumptions of Theorem 1.10
suppose also that s P H0pB, E_q is a regular section. Then the sheaf T “ pi˚pT0q
induces an equivalence
DpcohC˚E, θ, s
_q Ñ KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq.
Proof. As Λ has finite graded global dimension, [BDFIK, Corollary 2.25, p. 210]
applies and yields an equivalence
KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq » DpmodZΛ, x1y, sq.
Finally we will identify the homotopy category KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq with the trian-
gulated graded singularity category of the quotient algebra Λ{sΛ.
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Proposition 1.13. Under the assumptions and with the notations of Theorem 1.10
suppose also that s P H0pB, E_q is a regular section. Then there exists a natural
equivalence
(11) Φ : KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq
»Ñ´ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq.
Proof. This equivalence is obtained using a version of Orlov’s Theorem [Or1, The-
orem 3.10]. Orlov’s result gives an equivalence
F : DGrBpsq Ñ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq,
where:
(1) Λ “
À
iě0 Λi is a connected, Noetherian algebra of finite global dimension
over a field K.
(2) s P Λn is a homogeneous, central element of positive degree which is not a
zero divisor.
(3) sΛ “ Λs is the two-sided ideal generated by s.
(4) DGrBpsq is the triangulated category of graded brains of type B associated
with the pair pΛ, sq [Or1, section 3.1].
(5) DgrsgpΛ{sΛq denotes the graded singularity category of the graded quotient
algebra Λ{sΛ.
The construction of the equivalence Φ starts with the following remark: Orlov’s
category DGrBpsq coincides with the full subcategory of KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq whose
objects are factorizations with (finitely generated) free graded right Λ-modules.
Moreover, Orlov’s functor F : DGrBpsq Ñ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq defined in [Or1, Proposition
3.5] extends in an obvious way to a functor Φ : KpprojZΛ, x1y, sq Ñ D
gr
sgpΛ{sΛq.
The arguments of [Or1, Proposition 3.9] also apply to the extension Φ, proving
that this functor is fully faithful as well.
The proof is completed by noting that, for an arbitrary (not-necessarily con-
nected) Noetherian algebra Λ, the extension Φ is always essentially surjective. We
indicate briefly the necessary changes to Orlov’s proof: the proof of essential sur-
jectivity in [Or1, Proposition 3.10] is obtained in two steps. First, for an object T
in DgrsgpΛ{sΛq, he obtains a factorization
(12) K´1 k
´1
´´ Ñ´ K0 k
0
´´Ñ K´1pnq
with K0 free finitely generated and K´1 projective finitely generated, which is
mapped to T via Φ. Second, using the connectedness of Λ{sΛ, he proves that K´1
is free as well.
For the essential surjectivity of Φ the second step is no longer necessary, so it
suffices to check that the construction of (12) does not need the connectedness of
Λ. The key ingredients used in this construction are:
(I1) If Λ has finite injective dimension, then Λ{sΛ has finite injective dimension.
In non-commutative algebra the condition “A has finite injective dimension”
means: “A has finite injective dimension as both right and left module over
itself”. A ring satisfying this condition is called Iwanaga-Gorenstein.
(I2) The quotient algebra A :“ Λ{sΛ is a dualizing complex over itself, i.e. the
functors
D :“ RHommodZAp´, Aq : D
bpmodZAq Ñ D
bpmodZA
opqop,
D :“ RHommodZAp´, Aq : D
bpmodZA
opq Ñ DbpmodZAq
op
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are quasi-inverse equivalences.
(I1) follows using the spectral sequences with second pages
ExtpApM,Ext
q
ΛpA,Λqq ñ Ext
n
ΛpM,Λq, Ext
p
AoppM,Ext
q
ΛoppA,Λqq ñ Ext
n
Λop pM,Λq
associated with an A-module (respectively Aop-module) M [CaE, p. 349], and the
short exact sequence
0Ñ Λ sÑ´ ΛÑ AÑ 0
to compute ExtqΛpA,Λq, Ext
q
ΛoppA,Λq.
(I2) is stated in [BuSt, Lemma 5.3]. The proof uses only the assumption “A is
Iwanaga-Gorenstein”.
Combining Corollary 1.12 and Proposition 1.13 with the Isik-Shipman theorem
[Is], [Sh], one obtains the following result, which gives a tilting description of the
derived category of the zero locus of a regular section s:
Theorem 1.14. Let B be a smooth projective variety over C, H a finite dimen-
sional complex vector space, and
E B ˆH_ Bi
pi
p
a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle B ˆH_ over B. Let T0 be a locally free sheaf on
B classically generating DbpcohBq, such that T :“ pi˚pT0q is a tilting sheaf on E.
Set Λ :“ EndEpT q, and let s P H be an element defining a regular section. Then
one has an equivalence of triangulated categories:
DbpcohZpsqq Ñ DgrsgpΛ{sΛq.
1.5. C˚-equivariant non-commutative resolutions. Let R be normal, Noe-
therian domain. We recall [SVdB, sect. 1.1.1] that a non-commutative (nc) reso-
lution of R is an R-algebra of the form Λ “ EndRpMq, where M is a non-trivial
finitely generated reflexive R-module, such that gldimpΛq ă 8. A non-commutative
resolution Λ is called crepant if R is a Gorenstein ring, and Λ is a maximal Cohen-
Macaulay (MCM) R-module.
Definition 1.15. Let R be a non-negatively graded, normal, Noetherian domain
with R0 “ C. A non-negatively graded R-algebra Λ will be called a graded (crepant)
nc resolution of R if Λ is a (crepant) nc resolution in the classical (non-graded)
sense.
This definition is justified by [SVdB, Proposition 2.4], which shows in particular
that, denoting by m “
À
ką0Rk Ă R the augmentation ideal of R, if Λ is a graded
(crepant) nc resolution of R, then the m-completion completion Λˆm is a (crepant)
nc resolution of Rˆm. Moreover, as we will see in this section, this notion becomes
natural in the framework of a Kempf collapsing map (see Lemma 1.20 below).
Remark 1.16. Suppose that Λ “ EndRpMq whereM is a non-trivial non-negatively
graded finitely generated R-module which is reflexive in the non-graded sense, and
the inclusion
8à
k“0
HomkpM,Mq Ă EndRpMq
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is an equality. Then EndRpMq endowed with its natural non-negative grading is a
graded nc resolution of R, which is crepant if R is Gorenstein ring and EndRpMq
is an MCM R-module.
Let B be a smooth projective variety over C, H a finite dimensional complex
vector space, and
E B ˆH_ Bi
pi
p
a vector subbundle of the trivial bundle B ˆ H_ over B. Let p : B ˆ H_ Ñ B,
q : B ˆ H_ Ñ H_ be the projections on the two factors, pi “ p ˝ i be the bundle
projection of E, ϑ :“ q˝ i, and CpEq :“ pq˝ iqpEq the image of the proper morphism
ϑ, endowed with its reduced induced scheme structure. We obtain a surjective
projective morphism ρ : E Ñ CpEq fitting in the commutative diagram:
(13)
E B ˆH_ B
SpecpRq CpEq H_
i
ϑρ
pi
q
p
j
Remark 1.17. Let E ãÑ B ˆ H_ be a subbundle of the trivial bundle a vector
subbundle of the trivial bundle B ˆ H_ over B. Then CpEq coincides with the
affine cone over the projective variety
SpEq :“ PpϑqpPpEqq Ă PpH
_
q.
The scaling C˚-action on H_ induces C˚-actions on E and CpEq, and ρ is a
C˚-equivariant projective morphism. Since CpEq is C˚-invariant, the associated
ideal ICpEq Ă CrH
_s is homogeneous, so the ring CrCpEqs “ CrH_s{ICpEq comes
with a natural grading induced by the standard grading of CrH_s “ S˚H . Put
R :“ CrCpEqs.
In this section, from here on, we will make the following assumptions: we will
suppose that B is connected, ρ is birational, and CpEq is normal.
We will denote by E the locally free sheaf on B associated with E.
Lemma 1.18. One has an isomorphism of graded rings
R »
à
mě0
H0pB,SmE_q.
Proof. Since CpEq “ SpecpRq is normal and ρ is proper and birational, we have
ρ˚pOEq “ OSpecpRq. Therefore
R “ H0pSpecpRq,OSpecpRqq “ H
0pSpecpRq, ρ˚pOEqq “ H
0pE,OEq
“ H0pB, pi˚pOEqq “ H
0pB,
à
mě0
SmE
_q.
The gradings of R and
À
mě0H
0pB,SmE_q agree via this isomorphism, because
C˚ acts with weight m on H0pB,SmE_q.
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Remark 1.19. In section 2.3 we will study a large class of bundles E which fit
in a diagram of the form (13) with H “ H0pB,E_q, which satisfy the assump-
tions of Lemma 1.18. These examples will be obtained using homogeneous GLSM
presentations.
From now let T0 be a locally free sheaf on B classically generating D
bpcohBq,
which satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 1.5 (3). Therefore, by this corollary, we
know that T :“ pi˚pT0q is a tilting sheaf on E. Put Λ :“ EndEpT q. Geometric
tilting theory (see [HVdB, sect. 7.6], [BH, sect. 1.8, 1.9], [Le, sect. D]) implies
(1) Λ is a finite R-algebra, finitely generated as a C-algebra.
(2) Λ has finite global dimension.
Note also that Λ has a natural grading given by the direct sum decomposition:
(14) Λ “ H0pE, pi˚pT _0 b T0qq “ H
0
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
.
We are interested in criteria which guarantee that Λ is a graded (crepant) non-
commutative resolution of R. Let M be the graded R-module
M :“ H0pE, T q “ H0
`
B, T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
.
Lemma 1.20. Suppose that Λ :“ EndEpT q is a reflexive R-module, and OB is a
direct summand of T0. If the exceptional locus Excpρq Ă CpEq of ρ has codimension
ě 2, then Λ is a graded nc resolution of R.
Proof. (see [BLVdB2, Proposition 3.4]) Using the known direct sum decompositions
R “ H0pB,
à
mě0
SmE
_q,(15)
M “ H0
`
B, T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
,(16)
Λ “ H0
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q
˘
,(17)
we see that, if OB is a direct summand of T0, thenM can be identified (as a graded
R-module) with a direct summand of Λ. Since we assumed that Λ is a reflexive
R-module, it follows that M is reflexive. The natural evaluation map
ρ˚pEndEpT qq ˆ ρ˚pT q Ñ ρ˚pT q
is OCpEq-bilinear, so it defines a morphism
ν : ρ˚pEndEpT qq Ñ EndCpEqpρ˚pT qq,
which is obviously an isomorphism on CpEqzExcpρq. On the other hand we have
H0pCpEq, ρ˚pEndEpT qq “ H
0pE, EndEpT qq “ Λ.
Therefore Λ is the R-module associated with the coherent sheaf ρ˚pEndEpT qq on
the affine scheme SpecpRq. Since Λ is a finitely generated reflexive R-module and
R is Noetherian, it follows that for any p P SpecpRq the stalk Λp is a reflexive Rp-
module, so the coherent sheaf ρ˚pEndEpT qq is reflexive. The same argument shows
that ρ˚pT q is reflexive, so Endpρ˚pT qq is reflexive as well. Therefore ν induces an
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isomorphism
Λ “H0pCpEq, ρ˚pEndEpT qq “ H
0pCpEqzExcpρq, ρ˚pEndEpT qq
»Ñ´
H0pCpEqzExcpρq, Endpρ˚pT qqq “ H
0pCpEq, Endpρ˚pT qqq “ EndCpEqpρ˚pT qq.
(18)
On the other hand H0pρ˚pT qq “ H
0pE, T q “ M , so M is the R-module asso-
ciated with the coherent sheaf ρ˚pT q on the affine scheme CpEq. Using [Ha, Ex.
5.3, p. 124] we obtain a natural isomorphism EndCpEqpρ˚pT qq “ EndRpMq, so (18)
induces an isomorphism Λ »Ñ´ EndRpMq. Moreover, via this isomorphism one has
for any m ě 0 the inclusion
H0pB, T
_
0 b T0 b S
mE
_
q Ă HommR pM,Mq.
Therefore, taking into account (17) we obtain
EndRpMq “ Λ “
à
mě0
H0pB, T
_
0 b T0 b S
mE
_
q Ă
à
mě0
HommR pM,Mq,
so the hypothesis of Remark 1.16 is fulfilled. The claim follows now by this Remark.
The following lemma is similar to [WZ, Proposition 2.7 (3)].
Lemma 1.21. Suppose that the pre-image ρ´1pExcpρqq of the exceptional locus of
ρ has codimension ě 2 in E. Then Λ and M are reflexive R-modules, and the
natural morphism Λ Ñ EndRpMq is an isomorphism of reflexive R-modules, and
of graded rings.
Proof. Since the pre-image ρ´1pExcpρqq has codimension ě 2 in E and ρ is bira-
tional, it follows that Excpρq has also codimension ě 2 in CpEq, so the functor ρ˚
maps reflexive sheaves to reflexive sheaves by [VdB2, 4.2.1].
The sheaves T , EndEpT q are locally free, hence reflexive. Therefore ρ˚pT q,
ρ˚pEndEpT qq are reflexive coherent sheaves on CpEq. The R-modules associated
with these sheaves are M , respectively Λ. For p P SpecpRq the localizations Mp,
Λp are identified with the stalks ρ˚pT qp, ρ˚pEndEpT qqp respectively, so they are
reflexive Rp-modules. Using [Stack, Lemma 15.23.4], it follows that M , Λ are
reflexive R-modules. The isomorphism Λ Ñ EndRpMq is obtained as in the proof
of Lemma 1.20.
Lemma 1.22. Suppose R is a Gorenstein ring. Λ is an MCM R-module if and
only if
Hi
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b S
‚E
_
b ωB b det E
_˘
“ 0 @i ą 0.
Proof. We follow [BLVdB2, Lemma 3.2]. Since T is a tilting locally free sheaf on
E it follows that
HipE, EndpT qq “ 0 @i ą 0.
Using the Leray spectral sequence associated with ρ, and taking into account that
CpEq “ SpecpRq is affine, we obtain
H0pCpEq, Riρ˚pEndpT qqq “ 0 @i ą 0,
so Riρ˚pEndpT qq “ 0 for any i ą 0. Thus the derived direct image Rρ˚pEndpT qq
reduces to the direct image ρ˚pEndpT qq. On the other hand we have
ExtiR
`
EndEpT q, ωR
˘
“ ExtiCpEq
`
ρ˚pEndpT qq, ωCpEq
˘
“
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H0
`
CpEq, ExtiCpEq
`
ρ˚pEndpT qq, ωCpEq
˘˘
.
Using Weyman’s Duality Theorem for proper morphisms [We, Theorem 1.2.22],
taking into account that EndpT q is locally free and ρ!ωCpEq “ ωE [We, Proposition
1.2.21 (f)], we obtain an isomorphism
ExtiCpEq
`
ρ˚pEndpT qq, ωCpEq
˘
» Riρ˚Hom
`
EndpT q, ρ!ωCpEq
˘
“ Riρ˚Hom
`
EndpT q, ωE
˘
.
The Leray spectral sequence associated with ρ gives
H0pCpEq, Riρ˚Hom
`
EndpT q, ωE
˘
“ Hi
`
E,HompEndpT q, ωEq
˘
,
so we get an isomorphism
ExtiR
`
EndEpT q, ωRq » H
i
`
E,HompEndpT q, ωEq
˘
.
Now use the Leray spectral sequence associated with the affine map pi and the
obvious identification ωE “ pi
˚pωB b detpE
_qq. We obtain an isomorphism
Hi
`
E,HompEndpT q, ωEq
˘
“ Hi
`
B, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_q b ωB b det E
_˘
,
which completes the proof.
Corollary 1.23. Suppose that R is a Gorenstein ring, the exceptional locus
Excpρq Ă CpEq
has codimension ě 2, OB is a direct summand of T0, and detpEq » ωB. Then Λ is
a graded crepant nc resolution of R.
Proof. By Corollary 1.5 (3) and Lemma 1.22 Λ is an MCM R-module. Taking
into account that R is Gorenstein, it follows by [Bu, Lemma 4.2.2 (iii)] that Λ is
reflexive. Since M is a direct summand of Λ (see the proof of Lemma 1.20), M is
reflexive as well.
Using Lemmas 1.21, 1.22, and Corollary 1.23 we obtain
Theorem 1.24. With the notations and under the assumptions above we have:
(1) Suppose that
(i) codE
`
ρ´1pExcpρqqq ě 2, or
(ii) codCpEq
`
Excpρq
˘
ě 2, OB Ă T0 is a direct summand, and Λ is reflex-
ive.
Then Λ is isomorphic to EndRpMq and is a graded nc resolution of R.
(2) Suppose R is a Gorenstein ring, detpEq » ωB, and that
(i) codE
`
ρ´1pExcpρqqq ě 2, or
(ii) codCpEq
`
Excpρq
˘
ě 2, and OB Ă T0 is a direct summand.
Then Λ is isomorphic to EndRpMq and is a graded crepant nc resolution
of R.
All our examples will be obtained using homogeneous GLSM presentations as
explained in Remark 1.19. For this class of examples we will prove an explicit
Gorenstein criterion for the ring R.
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2. Homogeneous gauged linear sigma models
2.1. GIT for representations of reductive groups. Let U be a finite dimen-
sional complex vector space. For a morphism ψ : C˚ Ñ GLpUq and an integer
m P Z we denote by Uψm Ă U the linear subspace corresponding to the weight
ζ Ñ ζm, and by Wpψq Ă Z the set of weights:
Wpψq “ tm P Z| Uψm ‰ t0uu.
The weight decomposition of U reads
U “
à
mPZ
Uψm “
à
mPWpψq
Uψm.
For a vector u P U we denote by uψm its U
ψ
m-component.
Let α : G Ñ GLpUq be a linear representation of a complex reductive group G
on U , and let χ : GÑ C˚ be a character of G. A vector u P U is called
‚ χ-semistable, if there exists n ą 0 and
f P CrU sGχn :“ tf P CrU s|fpguq “ χpgq
nfpuq @g P G @u P Uu
such that fpuq ‰ 0.
‚ χ-stable if it is χ-semistable, the stabilizer Gu is finite, and the orbit Gu is
closed in the Zariski open subset of χ-semistable vectors.
‚ χ-unstable, if it is not χ-semistable.
We will denote by Uχs , U
χ
ss, U
χ
us the sets of χ-stable, χ-semistable and χ-unstable
points of U . The χ-(semi)stability condition coincides with the classical GIT
(semi)stability condition associated with the linearization of α in the G-line bundle
OU b χ
´1 [Ho, Lemma 2.4].
For a morphism of algebraic groups ξ : C˚ Ñ G let xχ, ξy P Z be the degree of
the composition χ ˝ ξ : C˚ Ñ C˚. The limit limζÑ0pα ˝ ξqpζqpuq exists if and only
if u P
À
mě0 U
α˝ξ
m . Define
µχpu, ξq :“
"
8 if Dm P Ză0 such that u
α˝ξ
m ‰ 0
xχ, ξy if u P
À
mPZě0
Uα˝ξm .
Denote by e the unit element of G and also the trivial morphism C˚ Ñ G. Using the
Hilbert-Mumford stability criterion for linear actions ([He], [Ho], [Te]) we obtain
Proposition 2.1. A vector u P U is χ-stable (χ-semistable) if and only if for
any ξ P HompC˚, Gqzteu for which xχ, ξy ď 0 (respectively xχ, ξy ă 0) there exists
m P Ză0 such that u
α˝ξ
m ‰ 0.
Equivalently,
Remark 2.2. A vector u P U is χ-unstable if and only if there exists a morphism
ξ : C˚ Ñ G such that xχ, ξy ă 0 and u P
À
mPZě0
Uα˝ξm .
Let D : HompC˚, Gq Ñ g be the injective map defined by the condition Dpξq “
d1ξp1q, where d1ξ : LiepC
˚q “ CÑ g stands for the differential of ξ at 1. Note that
for any torus T Ă G the image DpHompC˚, T qq Ă g is a free Z-submodule of rank
dimpT q.
Let ⟪¨, ¨⟫ : g ˆ g Ñ C be an adG-invariant symmetric, bilinear form on the Lie
algebra g of G with the property that for every torus T Ă G, its restriction
DpHompC˚, T qq ˆDpHompC˚, T qq Ñ C
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is an inner product with rational coefficients (see [He, section 2.1]). This condition
implies
⟪Dpξq,Dpξq⟫ P r0,8qXQ @ξ P HompC˚, Gq.
We obtain an adG-invariant norm on HompC
˚, Gq given by
|||ξ||| :“
a
⟪Dpξq,Dpξq⟫.
Let u P Uχus. An indivisible morphism ξ P HompC
˚, Gqzteu is called an optimal
destabilizing morphism for u if it realizes the negative minimum of the map α ÞÑ
1
|||α|||µ
χpu, αq, i.e. if
xχ, ξy
|||ξ|||
“ inf
"
xχ, βy
|||β|||
β P HompC˚, Gqzteu, u P
à
mPZě0
Uβm
*
.
For a vector u P Uχss let Ξ
χpuq be the set of optimal destabilizing morphisms
for u. Recall that any morphism ξ P HompC˚, Gq defines a parabolic subgroup
P pξq Ă G given by
P pξq :“ tg P G| lim
ζÑ0
ξpζqgξpζq´1 existsu.
By a result of Kempf [Ke1] the parabolic subgroup Pχpuq associated with an element
ξ P Ξχpuq is independent of ξ. Moreover, the set Ξχpuq is an orbit with respect to
the action of Pχpuq by conjugation on HompC˚, Gqzteu.
Example 2.1. Let V , Z be non-trivial, finite dimensional complex vector spaces,
and let α be the standard representation of GLpZq on HompV, Zq. The set of
characters of GLpZq is tdett | t P Zu. Denoting by HompV, Zqepi Ă HompV, Zq the
open subspace of epimorphisms, one has
HompV, Zqdet
t
ss “
$&
%
HompV, Zqepi if t ą 0
HompV, Zq if t “ 0
H if t ă 0
.
The bilinear map
glpZq ˆ glpZq Q px, yq ÞÑ ⟪x, y⟫ :“ Trpxyq
is adGLpZq-invariant, and satisfies the rationality condition mentioned above.
‚ Let t ą 0. A morphism ξ P HompC˚, Gqzteu is optimal destabilizing for
u P HompV, ZqzHompV, Zqepi “ HompV, Zqdet
t
us
if and only if there exists a complement Γ of I :“ impuq in Z such that,
with respect to the direct sum decomposition Z “ I ‘ Γ, one has
(19) ξpζq “
ˆ
idI 0
0 ζ´1idΓ
˙
@ζ P C˚.
In this case one has HompV, Zqdet
t
ss “ HompV, Zq
dett
st , and the group GLpZq
acts freely on this space. Putting N :“ dimpV q, k :“ dimpZq the corre-
sponding GIT quotient is
HompV, ZqepiL
GLpZq “ GrN´kpV q “ GrkpV
_q.
‚ Let t ă 0. In this case any vector u P HompV, Zq is dett-unstable, and has
a unique optimal destabilizing morphisms which is ζ ÞÑ ζidZ .
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Proposition 2.3. Let α : G Ñ GLpUq, β : G Ñ GLpF q be linear representations
of G, and χ P HompG,C˚q a character. Then
(1) Uχss ˆ F Ă pU ˆ F q
χ
ss,
(2) Suppose that for every u P Uχus and ξ P Ξ
χpuq one has Wpβ ˝ ξq Ă Zě0.
Then
Uχss ˆ F “ pU ˆ F q
χ
ss .
Proof. Let αβ : GÑ GLpU ˆ F q the morphism induced by the pair pα, βq.
(1) The first claim follows from Proposition 2.1 using the equality
pU ˆ F qαβ˝ξm “ U
α˝ξ
m ˆ F
β˝ξ
m @m P Z.
(2) Taking into account (1) it suffices to prove the inclusion pU ˆ F qχss Ă U
χ
ss ˆ F
or, equivalently, Uχus ˆ F Ă pU ˆ F q
χ
us. Let pu, yq P U
χ
us ˆ F . We claim that any
optimal destabilizing morphism ξ P Ξχpuq destabilizes the pair pu, yq. Indeed, since
ξ destabilizes u, it follows that xχ, ξy ă 0, and u P
À
mPZě0
Uα˝ξm . By assumption
one has F “
À
mPZě0
F β˝ξm , so pu, yq P
À
mPZě0
pU ˆ F qαβ˝ξm .
2.2. GLSM presentations. Let B be a complex projective manifold, pi : E Ñ B
a rank r vector bundle on B, and s P ΓpE_q a section in the dual bundle.
Definition 2.4. An algebraic geometric GLSM presentation of the pair pE
pi
Ñ B, sq
is the data of a 4-tuple pG,U, F, χq, where G is a complex reductive group, U and F
are finite dimensional G-representation spaces, and χ P HompG,C˚q is a character
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Uχst “ U
χ
ss and G acts freely on this set.
(2) The base B coincides with the quotient Uχss{G, and the vector bundle E is
the F -bundle associated with the principal G-bundle p : Uχss Ñ B and the
representation space F .
(3) Any optimal destabilizing morphism of any unstable point u P Uχus acts with
non-negative weights on F .
(4) The G-equivariant map sˆ : Uχss Ñ F
_ corresponding to s extends to a G-
equivariant polynomial map σ : U Ñ F_.
Note that the map σ : U Ñ F_ is a covariant extension of the G-equivariant map
sˆ : Uχss Ñ F
_ corresponding to s.
Many interesting manifolds (e.g. Grassmann manifolds, Flag manifolds, projec-
tive toric manifolds) can be obtained as quotients of the form B “ Uχss{G for a pair
pU, χq satisfying condition (1) in Definition 2.4. For such a quotient manifold B one
obtains submanifolds X Ă B defined as zero loci of regular sections s in associated
bundles of the form E_“ UχssˆG F
_. This very general construction method yields
a large class of algebraic manifolds with interesting properties (see section 2.4).
To explain the role of the fourth condition in this definition note first that, giving
a G-covariant σ : U Ñ F_ is equivalent to defining a G-invariant, polynomial map
σ_ : U ˆ F Ñ C, which is linear with respect to the second argument. The map σ_
is given by
σ
_pu, zq “ xσpuq, zy.
The bundle E is the associated bundle Uχss ˆG F . Denote by q : U
χ
ss ˆ F Ñ E
the projection map. Then σ_ UχssˆF “ s
_˝ q, so σ_ is an extension of the pull back
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of the potential s_ : E Ñ C intervening in the gauged LG model associated with s
(see section 1.1).
In many cases the complement of Uχst in U has codimension ě 2, hence the
existence of a regularG-equivariant extension σ : U Ñ F_ of sˆ follows automatically.
Therefore in this way we obtain a large class of triples satisfying Definition 2.4.
Condition (3) in Definition 2.4 implies that, for every u P Uχus and any ξ P Ξ
χpuq,
the C˚-representation β_ ˝ ξ on F has only non-negative weights. Therefore, by
Proposition 2.3
Proposition 2.5. Let pG,U, F, χq be an algebraic geometric GLSM presentation
of pE piÑ´ B, sq with s P ΓpE_q. Then
(20) Uχss ˆ F “ pU ˆ F q
χ
ss,
so the bundle E “ Uχss ˆG F coincides with the GIT quotient pU ˆ F q
χ
ss{G.
We will see that this proposition has important consequences (see Proposition
2.7 in the next section).
2.3. Homogeneous GLSM presentations. In this section we introduce a homo-
geneity condition for algebraic geometric GLSM presentations which has interesting
geometric consequences.
Let B be a complex projective manifold, pi : E Ñ B a rank r vector bundle on
B, and s P ΓpE_q section in the dual bundle.
Definition 2.6. An algebraic geometric GLSM presentation pG,U, F, χq of the pair
pE piÑ´ B, sq will be called homogeneous, if there exists a right action γ : UˆG Ñ U
by linear automorphisms of a connected, complex reductive group G on U such that:
(1) γ commutes with the fixed G-action on U .
(2) The induced action γB : BˆG Ñ B on the quotient B “ U
χ
ss{G is transitive.
(3) Let P0 Ă G be the stabilizer of a fixed point b0 “ Gu0 P B. The group
morphism λ0 : P0 Ñ G defined by
λ0pyqu0 “ u0y, @y P P0
is surjective.
Note that the third condition is independent of the pair pb0, u0q. Since the
quotient P0zG » B is projective, it follows that P0 is a parabolic subgroup of
G. On the other hand, the first condition implies that Uχss is G-invariant, and the
induced G-action on Uχss induces a fibrewise linear action (which lifts γB) on any
vector bundle on B which is associated with the principal G-bundle Uχss Ñ B. In
other words, any such associated vector bundle is naturally a homogeneous vector
bundle on the G-manifold B. In particular E, E_ become homogeneous vector
bundles on B, and H0pE_q_ is naturally a representation space of G.
Let B be a projective variety, and pi : E Ñ B e a vector bundle on B such
that E_ is globally generated. This implies that the evaluation map ϑ : E Ñ
H0pE_q_ is fibrewise injective, so it identifies E with a subbundle of the trivial
bundle B ˆH0pE_q_. Therefore, putting CpEq :“ impϑq we obtain a commutative
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diagram
(21)
E B ˆH0pE_q_
CpEq H0pE_q_
ρ
ϑ
where ρ is induced by ϑ. Recall (see Remark 1.17) that CpEq coincides with the
affine cone over the projective variety
SpEq :“ PpϑqpPpEqq Ă PpH0pE_q_q.
Proposition 2.7. Let pG,U, F, χq be a homogeneous, algebraic geometric GLSM
presentation of pE piÑ´ B, sq. Suppose that E_ is globally generated. Then
(1) The cone CpEq Ă H0pE_q_ is a Cohen-Macaulay normal variety.
(2) Suppose that dimpCpEqq “ dimpEq. Then the morphism ρ : E Ñ CpEq
induced by the proper morphism ϑ : E Ñ H0pE_q_ is birational, and CpEq
has rational singularities.
(3) Suppose that dimpCpEqq “ dimpEq and codimpUχusq ě 2. Then there exists
an isomorphism η : U ˆ F {{G »Ñ´ CpEq such that the diagram
U ˆ F {{χG E
U ˆ F {{G CpEq
»
qχ ρ
»
η
is commutative, in particular the cone CpEq can be identified with the affine
GIT quotient SpecpCrU ˆ F sGq.
Proof. (1) The linear subspace ϑpEb0 q Ă H
0pE_q_ is P0-invariant. Moreover, the
left P0-action on ϑpEb0q is induced is induced by the G-action on tu0u ˆ F » F
via the group morphism λ0 intervening in Definition 2.6. Since λ0 is surjective,
and G is reductive, it follows that the P0 representation space ϑpEb0q is completely
reducible. Since G acts transitively on B one has E “ GEb0 , so
CpEq :“ ϑpEq “ ϑpGEb0 q “ GϑpEb0 q.
The first claim follows now from [Ke2, Theorem 0].
(2) Since dimpCpEqq “ dimpEq it follows by [Ke2, Proposition 2(c)] that ρ is bira-
tional, so the claim follows from the second statement of [Ke2, Theorem 0].
(3) Since codimpUzUχssq ě 2, we also have codimpU ˆ F qzpU ˆ F q
χ
ss ě 2 by Propo-
sition 2.5, so the composition
pU ˆ F qχss Ñ E
ϑÑ´ H0pE
_
q
_
extends to a G-invariant morphism U ˆ F Ñ H0pE_q_. Therefore we obtain a
G-invariant, surjective extension
Σ˜ : U ˆ F Ñ CpEq
of the composition Σ : pU ˆ F qχss Ñ E
ρ
Ñ´ CpEq. We claim that the morphism
η : U ˆ F {{GÑ CpEq
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induced by Σ˜ is an isomorphism. Since η is a morphism of affine schemes, it suffices
to prove that the induced ring morphism
η˚ : CrCpEqs “ H0pOCpEqq Ñ CrU ˆ F s
G
is an isomorphism. The inclusion morphism j : pU ˆ F qχss ãÑ U ˆ F induces a
restriction monomorphism
j˚ : CrU ˆ F sG Ñ CrpU ˆ F qχsss
G “ H0pOEq.
The composition j˚ ˝ η˚ : H0pOCpEqq Ñ H
0pOEq coincides with the morphism ρ
˚
induced by ρ. On the other hand, since ρ is proper and birational, and CpEq is
normal, it follows that ρ˚pOEq “ OCpEq. Therefore ρ
˚ “ j˚ ˝η˚ is an isomorphism.
Since j˚ is a monomorphism, it follows that j˚ and η˚ are both isomorphisms.
Let G be a connected reductive group, W a finite dimensional G-representation
space. The set of stable points with respect to the trivial character of G is
Wst “ tw PW | Gw is closed, Gw is finiteu.
This set is Zariski open in W .
Lemma 2.8. (Gorenstein criterion) Suppose that codimpW zWstq ě 2, and the
G-representation detW is trivial. Then CrW sG is a Gorenstein ring.
Proof. The closed set
Ws :“ tw PW | dimpGwq ą 0u
defined in [Kn, p. 40] is contained inW zWst, so the assumption codimpW zWstq ě 2
implies codimpWsq ě 2. The same condition also implies that Wst ‰ H, in particu-
lar a general G-orbit in W is closed. Since G is connected, the determinant detpadq
of the adjoint representation is trivial (because any connected reductive group is
unimodular), so detpW q “ detpadq. The claim follows from Knop’s criterion [Kn,
Satz 2, p. 41].
See [SVdB, 5.1] for further remarks. Using Proposition 2.7, a well-known Cohen-
Macaulay criterion for affine GIT quotients [Bout, Corollaire, p. 66] and Lemma
2.8, we obtain:
Corollary 2.9. Let pG,U, F, χq be a homogeneous, algebraic geometric GLSM
presentation of pE piÑ´ B, sq. Suppose that E_ is globally generated, dimpEq “
dimpCpEqq and codimpUχusq ě 2. Then
(1) The cone CpEq is normal, Cohen-Macaulay, has rational singularities, and
is canonically isomorphic to the affine quotient SpecpCrU ˆ F sGq.
(2) Suppose that G is connected, the G-representation detpU ˆ F q is trivial,
and codim
`
pU ˆ F qzpU ˆ F qst
˘
ě 2. Then CpEq is also Gorenstein.
Taking into account Remark 1.17 we obtain
Corollary 2.10. Let pG,U, F, χq be a homogeneous, algebraic geometric GLSM
presentation of pE piÑ´ B, sq. Suppose that E_ is globally generated, dimpEq “
dimpCpEqq and codimpUχusq ě 2. Then the projective variety SpEq :“ impPpϑqq Ă
PpH0pE_q_q has the following properties:
(1) SpEq is projectively normal, arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and its affine
cone has rational singularities.
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(2) If G is connected, the 1-dimensional G-representation detpU ˆ F q is triv-
ial, and codim
`
pU ˆ F qzpU ˆ F qst
˘
ě 2, then SpEq is also arithmetically
Gorenstein.
2.4. Geometric applications.
2.4.1. A general set up. In this section we identify an important class of examples
to which Theorem 1.14 can be applied. Let V , Z be complex vector spaces of
dimensions N , k respectively with 1 ď k ă N. Choose r P Ną0, pd1, . . . , drq P N
r
ą0,
and for any 1 ď i ď r, choose a GLpZq-invariant subspace Fi of the tensor power
bdiZ_. Thus F_i is a polynomial GLpZq-representation of degree di [KrPr, 5.3, 5.8,
59]. Put
F :“
rà
i“1
Fi.
The class of these GLpZq-representations coincides with the class of duals of finite
dimensional polynomial representations of GLpZq, i.e. each such F_ is isomorphic
to a finite direct sum of Schur modules
F
_
“
à
λPP pkq
Nλ b S
λZ.
Here P pkq denotes the set of partitions λ “ pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λkq with λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λk ě 0.
Now consider the GLpZq representation U “ HompV, Zq. Choosing t P Ną0 we
have
Udet
t
ss “ U
dett
st “ HompV, Zq
epi,
and the quotient Udet
t
ss {GLpZq can be identified with the Grassmannian GrkpV
_q
(see Example 2.1). Denote by E the vector bundle associated with the principal
GLpZq-bundle Udet
t
ss Ñ GrkpV
_q and the representation F “
À
λPP pkqN
_
λ b S
λZ_,
and by Ei the associated bundle with fiber Fi. Then
E “
à
λPP pkq
N
_
λ b S
λT,
where T is the tautological subbundle of GrkpV
_q. By the Borel-Weil theorem we
get
H :“ H0pGrkpV
_q, E_q “
à
λPP pkq
Nλ b S
λV.
The condition 1 ď k ă N implies codimpUdet
t
us q ě 2, so
H0pGrkpV
_q, E_i q “ MapGLpZqpU
dett
ss , F
_
i q “ MapGLpZqpU, F
_
i q,
where MapGLpZq stands for the set of GLpZq-equivariant regular maps. Any GLpZq-
equivariant regular map U Ñ F_i is homogeneous of degree di. Therefore the data of
a section s P H0pGrkpV
_q, E_q is equivalent to the data of a system σ “ pσ1, . . . , σrq
of homogeneous covariants σi P pCrU s b F
_
i q
GLpZq on U of type F_i [KrPr, p. 9].
This system can be regarded as a covariant of type F_ on U which extends the
GLpZq-equivariant map sˆ : Udet
t
ss Ñ F
_ associated with s. On the other hand,
using formula (19) it follows that any optimal destabilizing element ξ P Ξdet
t
puq
of an unstable point u P Udet
t
us acts with non-negative weights on tensor powers
bdiZ_, so also on Fi. Therefore condition (3) in Definition 2.4 is satisfied, hence
the 4-tuple
pGLpZq,HompV, Zq, F “ ‘ri“1Fi, det
tq
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is a GLSM presentation of the pair pE Ñ GrkpV
_q, sq.
The obvious right GLpV q-action on U “ HompV, Zq satisfies the conditions of
Definition 2.6, hence any such GLSM presentation is homogeneous. We will apply
the general results proved in sections 1.3 and 2.3 to this class of GLSM’s.
Remark 2.11. The cones CpSλT q Ă SλV_ are the higher rank varieties first
studied by O. Porras [Po] , and later by J. Weyman [We, Chapter 7]. We refer to
the more general cones
Cp
à
λPP pkq
N
_
λ b S
λT q Ă
à
λPP pkq
N
_
λ b S
λV
_
as generalized higher rank varieties.
Let P pk,N ´ kq Ă P pkq be the set of partitions pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αkq with α1 ď N ´ k.
Kapranov [Kap] has shown that the collection of locally free sheaves
pSαU
_
qαPP pk,N´kq
is a full strongly exceptional collection on GrkpV
_q. The Kapranov bundle
T0 :“
à
αPP pk,N´kq
SαU
_
is therefore a tilting bundle on GrkpV
_q. Let E “
À
λPP pkqN
_
λbS
λT be the bundle
above, and denote by pi : E Ñ GrkpV
_q its bundle projection. Recall (Corollary 1.5
(3)) that pi˚pT0q is a tilting object inD
bpQcohEq provided the following cohomology
vanishing holds true:
(22) Hi
`
GrkpV
_
q, T
_
0 b T0 b p
à
mě0
SmE
_
q
˘
“ 0 @i ą 0.
Theorem 2.12. Let E “
À
λPP pkqN
_
λbS
λT , let T0 be the Kapranov bundle on on
GrkpV
_q. Suppose that the cohomology vanishing condition (22) holds true, and let
s P H0pGrkpV
_q, E_q be a regular section. Then there exists an exact equivalence
DbpcohZpsqq » DgrsgpΛ{sΛq.
Proof. We verify the assumptions of Theorem 1.14. We know that T0 is a tilting
bundle on GrkpV
_q, and that T “ pi˚pT0q is a tilting object in D
bpQcohEq provided
the vanishing condition (22) holds. Clearly H “
À
λPP pkqNλ b S
λV generates E_,
so E is a subbunde of the trivial bundle GrkpV
_q ˆH_.
Note that the cone CpEq is normal and Cohen-Macaulay by Proposition 2.7 (1).
Moreover, assuming dimpCpEqq “ dimpEq, the Kempf collapsing ρ : E Ñ CpEq is
birational and CpEq has rational singularities by Proposition 2.7 (2).
Remark 2.13. In our examples in subsection 2.4.3, the conditions (i) and (ii) can
be found in the literature, or can be checked “by hand”. It is possible to give general
sufficient conditions which imply (i) or (ii). For (i) one needs a Borel-Bott-Weil
type argument as e.g. in [BLVdB3, Proposition 1.4]. For (ii) general results can be
found in [Po, 3.3.5, 3.3.6] or [We, 7.1.4].
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2.4.2. An algebraic description of Λ for higher rank varieties. Throughout this sec-
tion pV, k, λ, σq denotes a 4-tuple consisting of a complex vector space V of dimen-
sion N , an integer k with 1 ď k ă N , a partition λ P P pkq, and a tensor σ P SλV .
Let sσ P H
0pGrkpV
_q, SλU_q be the section in SλU_ defined by σ.
Recall that Λ is the graded C-algebra
Λ “
à
mě0
H0pGrkpV
_q, T _0 b T0 b S
mE
_q,
and the section sσ is an element of the commutative ring R Ă Λ,
R “
à
mě0
H0pGrkpV
_
q, SmE
_
q.
In this section we show that in the case of higher rank varieties, Λ and the ideal sΛ
have a purely algebraic description in terms of the initial data pV, k, λ, σq provided
Theorem 1.24 and Theorem 2.12 apply.
We have shown in section 1.5, that Λ can then be identified with the endomor-
phism algebra EndRpMq of the graded module
M :“
à
mě0
H0pGrkpV
_
q, T0 b S
mE
_
q.
Therefore we need an algebraic description of R as a graded ring, an identification
of the element s P R1, and a description of M as a graded R-module.
Let SλV be the Schur representation of GLpV q defined by λ P P pkq, and denote
by S “ S‚pSλV q “
À
mě0 S
mpSλV q the symmetric algebra of SλV endowed with
its natural grading.
Proposition 2.14. (Porras) The ideal Ik defining the higher rank variety CpS
λT q
consists of all representations SµV Ă S, µ “ pµ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µtq, with t ą k. The graded
ring R is isomorphic to the graded quotient ring S{Ik.
Proof. The first assertion is [Po, 3.3.2], the second is [Po, 3.3.3].
Recall that sσ P H
0pGrkpV
_q, SλU_q “ R1 is given by the tensor σ P S
λV . Then
σ¯ P S{Ik corresponds to sσ P R, hence sσΛ is the ideal generated by σ¯ P R Ă Λ.
In order to describe M as a graded R-module we use the map
ϕ : Sλ{1V b S Ñ V
_
b Sx1y
of free graded S-modules defined in [Po, 3.2.1].
Consider the Kapranov bundle
T0 “
à
αPP pk,N´kq
SαU
_
,
and the graded R-module
Mα “ H
0pSλT, pi˚SαU
_
q “ H0pGrkpV
_
q, SαU
_
b S‚pSλU
_
qq.
We haveM “
À
αPP pk,N´kqMα, so that it suffices to describe eachMα as a graded
R-module.
Proposition 2.15. Mα is isomorphic to the image of the following morphism of
free graded R-modules:
Sαpϕ
_
q bR : SαV bRx´1y Ñ SαpSλ{1V
_
q bR.
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Proof. The map ϕ : Sλ{1V bS Ñ V_bSx1y corresponds to a map of trivial vector
bundles over SλV_:
Sλ{1V V
_
SλV_
ϕ˜
.
The pull-back of its dual ϕ˜_ via the Kempf collapsing ρ : SλT Ñ CpSλT q Ă SλV_
induces a map
ρ˚ϕ˜
_ : SλT ˆ V Ñ SλT ˆ Sλ{1V_
which factorizes over pi˚U_:
SλT ˆ V SλT ˆ Sλ{1V_
pi˚U_
ε
ρ˚ϕ˜
_
ι
Here ε is a vector bundle epimorphism, and ι is a sheaf monomorphism. Applying
the Schur functor Sα yields an epi-mono factorization:
(23) SαV pi˚SαU_ SαpSλ{1V
_
q .
Now the argument of [BLVdB2, 3.5] can be used: it suffices to show that the
composition
(24) SαV b S‚pSλV q SαV b S‚pSλU_q SαU_b S‚pSλU_q
remains surjective after taking sections on GrkpV
_q. For this the filtration argument
in [BLVdB2, 3.5] applies verbatim.
We can now state our final result:
Theorem 2.16. Let pV, k, λ, σq be the initial data as above, such that
sσ P H
0pGrkpV
_
q, SλU
_
q
is a regular section with zero locus Zpsσq Ă GrkpV
_q. Let Ik Ă S be the graded
ideal consisting of all representations Spµ1,¨¨¨ ,µtqV Ă S with t ą k, and let σ¯ P S{Ik
be the image of σ. Let ϕ : Sλ{1V b S Ñ V_b Sx1y be Porras’ map. If one of the
conditions in (1) or (2) of Theorem 1.24, and both of the conditions (i) and (ii)
of Theorem 2.12 are satisfied, then the bounded derived category of Zpsσq has the
following purely algebraic description in terms of the initial data pV, k, λ, σq:
DbpcohZpsσqq » D
gr
sg
`
EndS{Ik
` à
αPP pk,N´kq
ImpSαpϕ
_
q b pS{Ikqq
˘L
xσ¯y
˘
.
2.4.3. Some concrete examples.
1. Complete intersections. In this case the algebra Λ can be described explicitly,
and the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.12 can be easily checked. Choose
k :“ dimpZq “ 1, Fi “ S
diZ_. In this case we have GLpZq » C˚, GrkpV
_q “
PpV_q, and
E “ |
rà
i“1
OV_p´diq|, H
0pPpV_q, E_q “
rà
i“1
SdiV.
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The zero locus Zpsq Ă PpV_q of a section s P ΓpPpV_q, E_q is the complete
intersection
rč
i“1
Zhpσiq Ă PpV
_q,
where
σ “ pσ1, . . . , σrq P
rà
i“1
SdiV
is the system of polynomials defining s. The corresponding GLSM presentation
is the 4-tuple
pGLpZq » C˚, HompV, Zq,
rà
i“1
SdiZ
_
, dettq
with t P Ną0.
The map
ϑ : E Ñ H0pPpV_q, E_q_“
à
i
SdiV
_
acts as follows: The fibre El over a point l P PpV
_q is the product
Śr
i“1 l
bdi,
and its image ϑpElq in
À
i S
diV_ is the r-dimensional subspace
Àr
i“1 l
bdi ĂÀ
i S
diV_ spanned by the lines lbdi Ă SdiV . Therefore Ppϑq is an embedding,
and the corresponding projective variety
SpEq :“ PpϑqpPpEqq “
ď
lPPpV_q
Pp
rà
i“1
lbdiq Ă Pp
rà
i“1
SdiV
_q
is smooth. According to Corollary 2.10 the projective variety SpEq is projectively
normal, arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, and the vertex of its affine cone CpEq
(its only singularity) is a rational singularity. Moreover, if N “
řr
i“1 di then
SpEq is also arithmetically Gorenstein.
The graded ring R “ CrCpEqs “ CrHompV, Zq ‘ p‘ri“1S
diZ_qsGLpZq is
R “
à
mě0
H0
`
PpV_q, Smp
rà
i“1
OV_pdiqq
˘
“
à
mě0
H0
`
PpV_q,
à
kPNr
|k|“m
OV_p
rÿ
i“1
kidiq
˘
“
à
mě0
` à
kPNr
|k|“m
S
ř
r
i“1 kidipV q
˘
,
and its multiplication is given by the obvious bilinear maps
S
řr
i“1
kidipV q ˆ S
řr
i“1
lidipV q Ñ S
řr
i“1
pki`liqdipV q.
The locally free sheaf
T0 :“
N´1à
i“0
OV_piq
generates DbpcohPpV_qq classically, and satisfies the condition of Corollary 1.5
(3), so T :“ pi˚pT0q is a tilting bundle on E and Theorem 1.14 applies, giv-
ing a purely algebraic interpretation of the derived category of the complete
intersection Zpsq “ Xri“1Zhpσiq:
The graded ring Λ “ EndEpT q intervening in this algebraic interpretation is
Λ “
à
mě0
H0pPpV_q, T _0 b T0 b S
mpE_qq “
à
mě0
à
0ďaďN´1
0ďbďN´1
à
kPNr
|k|“m
S
ř
r
i“1 kidi`b´apV q
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and its multiplication is induced by the obvious bilinear maps
S
ř
r
i“1 kidi`b´apV q ˆ S
ř
r
i“1 lidi`c´bpV q Ñ S
ř
r
i“1pki`liqdi`c´apV q.
Note also that, by Corollary 1.23, in the case N “
řr
i“1 di the ring Λ is a crepant
resolution of R.
Interesting special cases of this family of Abelian GLSM presentations associ-
ated with complete intersections have been studied by several authors. The case
N “ 5, r “ 1, d1 “ 5 reproduces Witten’s original GLSM [Wi]. In [CDHPS] the
authors study the cases
pd1, . . . , drq P
 
p2, 2q, p2, 2, 2q, p2, 2, 2, 2q, p3q, p3, 3q
(
for different values of N “ dimpV q.
In the following two cases we use Theorem 2.12, so it suffices to verify condi-
tions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.12.
2. Isotropic orthogonal Grassmannians. Let q P S2V be a non-degenerate quadratic
form on V_. Let 1 ď k ď N
2
. The isotropic Grassmannian GrqkpV
_q Ă GrkpV
_q
is the submanifold of k-dimensional isotropic subspaces of pV_, qq:
GrqkpV
_
q :“ tK Ă V
_
| K linear subspace of dimension k, q K ” 0u.
The form q defines a section sq P ΓpGrkpV
_q, S2T_q which is transversal to the
zero section, and whose zero locus is GrqkpV
_q. Therefore
dimpGrqkpV
_qq “ kpN ´ kq ´
ˆ
k ` 1
2
˙
,
and the 4-tuple pGLpZq,HompV, Zq, S2Z_, dettq (with t P Ną0) is a GLSM pre-
sentation of p
Ź
2T Ñ GrkpV
_q, sqq.
Note that GrqkpV
_q comes with an obvious action of the group SOpV_, qq. This
action is transitive unless N “ 2k [BKT, section 4]. In the latter case GrqkpV
_q
has two connected components GrqkpV
_q˘, and SOpV
_, qq acts transitively on
each component. One has isomorphisms GrqkpV
_q˘ » Gr
qU
k´1pUq, where U Ă V
_
is a general hyperplane, and qU is the restriction of q to U , given by intersect-
ing with U . The conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.12 are in [WZ, Theorem B].
3. Isotropic symplectic Grassmannians.. Let V be a complex vector space of even
dimensionN “ 2n, and let ω P
Ź
2V be a symplectic form on V_. For even k with
2 ď k ď n, the isotropic Grassmannian Grωk pV
_q Ă GrkpV
_q is the submanifold
of k-dimensional isotropic subspaces of pV_, ωq:
Grωk pV
_
q :“ tK Ă V
_
| K linear subspace of dimension k, ω K ” 0u.
Denoting by T the tautological k-bundle of GrkpV
_q, the form ω defines a section
sω P ΓpGrkpV
_q,
Ź
2T_q which is transversal to the zero section, and whose zero
locus is Grωk pV
_q. Therefore
dimpGrωk pV
_
qq “ kpN ´ kq ´
ˆ
k
2
˙
,
and the 4-tuple pGLpZq,HompV, Zq,
Ź
2Z_, dettq (with t P Ną0) is a GLSM pre-
sentation of p
Ź
2T Ñ GrkpV
_q, sωq. Note that Gr
ω
k pV
_q comes with a transitive
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action of the group SppV_, ωq [BKT, section 4]. The conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 2.12 are in [WZ, Theorem C].
In our final example we can apply Theorem 2.16. We obtain a graded crepant
nc resolution of the invariant ring R, and a purely algebraic description of
DbpcohpZpsσqqq.
4. Beauville-Donagi IHS 4-folds. Let V be a complex vector space of dimension
N , and σ P S3V . Choosing k “ dimpZq “ 2, r “ 1, and F1 “ S
3Z_, we get
the bundle S3T on Gr2pV
_q, and a section sσ P H
0pGr2pV
_q, S3U_q. The zero
locus Zpsσq Ă Gr2pV
_q is the Fano variety of lines in the cubic hypersurface
Zhpσq Ă P pV
_q defined by σ P S3V “ H0pPpV_q,OV_p3qq. For N “ 6 and
σ general, Zpsσq is a Beauville-Donagi IHS 4-fold. Note that the symmetric
algebra S “ S‚pS3V q is not multiplicity free. Condition (i) of Theorem 2.12
is in [Kan, section 2], and we have verified the vanishing condition (ii) by a
Borel-Bott-Weil computation.
In order to see that condition (2)(i) of Theorem 1.24 is satisfied, we prove a
general lemma which computes the codimension of the pre-image of the excep-
tional locus of the Kempf collapsing in this case.
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension N , and d, k be positive integers
with d ě 2, k ă N . Let Tk be the tautological subbundle of GrkpV
_q, and
ρ : SdTk Ñ CpS
dTkq Ă S
dV_ the Kempf collapsing. The cone CpSdTkq can be
described as follows:
For an element q P SdV_ put
Lq :“
ď
LĂV
_
qPSdL
L , rkpqq :“ dimpLqq.
It is easy to see that Lq is the minimal subspace of V
_ whose d-symmetric power
contains q, and this definition of rkpqq agrees with the algebraic definition, i.e.
with the rank of the linear map V Ñ Sd´1V_ associated with q. One has
CpSdTkq “ S
dV
_
ďk :“ tq P S
dV
_| rkpqq ď ku,
so CpSdTkq coincides with the catalecticant variety associated with the triple
pV, d, kq. In [Kan, Theorem 2.2] Kanev shows that this variety is irreducible,
normal, Cohen-Macauley of dimension
`
k`d´1
d
˘
` kpN ´ kq, with rational singu-
larities along SingpSdV_ďkq “ S
dV_ďk´1. For 0 ď r ď N put
SdV
_
r :“ S
dV
_
ďr zS
dV
_
ďr´1.
For a point q P SdV_r , Lq is the unique r-dimensional subspace of V
_ whose d-
symmetric power contains q. The map γr : S
dV_r Ñ GrrpV
_q given by γrpqq “ Lq
is regular; its graph is the intersection
Γr “ rS
dV
_
r ˆGrrpV
_
qs X SdTr.
Let now r ď k. The restriction
ρ ρ´1pSdV_r q
: ρ´1pSdV
_
r q Ñ S
dV
_
r
is a fiber bundle. Its fiber over a point q P SdV_r can be identified with
tU P GrkpV
_q| Lq Ă Uu » Grk´rpV
_
{Lqq.
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This proves:
Lemma 2.17. With the notations above the following holds:
(1) Excpρq “ SdV_ďk´1.
(2) For 0 ď r ď k one has
dimpρ´1pSdV
_
r qq “
ˆ
r ` d´ 1
d
˙
` rpN ´ rq ` pk ´ rqpN ´ kq,
codimSdTkpρ
´1pSdV_r qq “
ˆ
k ` d´ 1
d
˙
´
ˆ
r ` d´ 1
d
˙
´ rpk ´ rq.
(3) One has
codimSdTkpρ
´1pExcpρqqq “ min
0ďrăk
"ˆ
k ` d´ 1
d
˙
´
ˆ
r ` d´ 1
d
˙
´ rpk ´ rq
*
.
Remark 2.18. In the case d “ 2, the codimension of ρ´1pExcpρqq in SdTk is
always 1.
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